Attending to Distinctive Moments: Weakly-supervised Attention Models for Action Localization in Video
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Abstract

We present a method for utilizing weakly supervised data for action localization in videos. We focus on sports video analysis, where videos contain scenes of multiple people. Weak supervision gathered from sports website is provided in the form of an action taking place in a video clip, without specification of the person performing the action. Since many frames of a clip can be ambiguous, a novel temporal attention approach is designed to select the most distinctive frames in which to apply the weak supervision. Empirical results demonstrate that leveraging weak supervision can build upon purely supervised localization methods, and utilizing temporal attention further improves localization accuracy.

1. Introduction

In this paper we present an approach for utilizing weakly supervised data to learn models for action localization in sports videos. Action localization is a core problem in video analysis – determining which person in a scene is performing an action of interest. Within the context of sports video analysis, the problem is particularly challenging. Sports scenes typically consist of multiple, interacting people. The visual appearance of people is similar because of team uniforms. Inter-person occlusion is prevalent.

However, sports videos often come with a great amount of data in corresponding media. While much of these data are only weak supervision for action localization. For example, there exists a large amount of 'play-by-play' about sports videos from corresponding websites, itemizing sequentially the events happened in a game. There are challenges in utilizing these meta-data for training action localization methods. First, the labels are weak, scene-level labels. In sports scenes there are multiple people present, and we need to disambiguate which person the label should apply to.

A second important challenge is about temporal information in labeling. Consider the example in Fig. 1. Not all moments in an action are equally distinctive. As an example, consider the basketball action labels of 'layup' and 'dunk'. Video clips with these labels may share a lot of similarity, with a player dribbling toward the basket surrounded by defenders. Determining which moments in time are more distinctive can help train better quality classifiers.

Our approach to address these challenges is to develop a weakly supervised deep learning model for action localization. Fully supervised training data, specifying the bounding boxes of people performing actions, is expensive to acquire. We propose a novel attention model-based loss function that is used to find the frames that are indicative of an action in weakly supervised data. As an example, we show a method for collecting and utilizing information from basketball videos and corresponding box score annotations that

Figure 1: When trying to localize the player of a certain action with weak supervision, it is important to focus on the stereotypical poses that are easier to learn. Many of the player poses in the frames look similar. However, in the bottom two frames, the player taking the shot takes a distinctive pose. Our method uses an attention model to focus on the distinctive poses for learning an action model.
specify the events that took place during the game. These annotations are plentiful, but are imprecise in time and do not contain spatial annotation. We show that using these weakly supervised data is effective. They can be used in conjunction with a small amount supervised data to improve the quality of action localization, showing that a little bit of supervision can go a long way toward producing accurate action localization.

2. Related Work

We develop a method for utilizing attention models for weakly supervised learning of action localization in videos. Below, we review closely related work in these areas.

Action localization: A variety of methods exist for analyzing videos according to human action labels. These methods range from video-level classification on unconstrained Internet video, to methods that spatio-temporally localize human actions. In concert with improvements in deep learning for object recognition, state of the art methods utilize deep learning approaches to learn convolutional features. In action recognition, the dense trajectories of Wang et al. [26], the best hand-crafted features, have achieved impressive performance on many tasks. However, these have yielded to deep learning approaches. In video-level action recognition, Simonyan and Zisserman [21] presented a two-stream convolutional architecture for merging image and optical flow data as input sources. Zha et al. [31] compute deep learned image-based features for each frame, and study strategies for aggregation, obtaining impressive results on TRECVID MED retrieval. Karpathy et al. [6] and Tran et al. [24] learn spatio-temporal filters in a deep network.

Temporal localization of actions has a long history in the computer vision literature. Seminal work includes Yamato et al. [29], who model actions using hidden Markov models (HMMs). A more recent example in this vein is Tang et al. [23], who extend HMMs to model the duration of each hidden state in addition to the transition parameters of hidden states. Discriminative models include those based on key poses and action grammars [13, 25, 15].

In our work we predict spatial action localizations. Classic methods include Ke et al. [7] who match templates of action to crowded video scenes. Lan et al. [8] jointly detect and recognize actions in videos based on a figure-centric visual word representation. Recent work has switched toward methods based on analyzing action tube proposals. Gkioxari and Malik [3] train SVMs for actions on top of deep learned features, and further link them in time for spatio-temporal action detection. A set of approaches have built in this direction, improving methods for producing frame-level action proposals, linking, and analyzing them to produce action labels [27, 14, 19].

Weakly-supervised learning: The prevalence of partially annotated data for computer vision tasks has inspired a swath of research. This includes methods for object and action recognition. Fundamental work for the problem of action recognition was done by Laptev et al. [9], who built datasets for action recognition by considering surrogate movie script data. Rohrbach et al. [18] find corresponding regions to each object that appear as a phrase in the sentence description. Jayaraman et al. [5] learn representations based on assumptions regarding changes in neighbouring video frames. Shah et al. [20] build a generative model of video events. Ma et al. [11] extracts hierarchical space time segments from videos without supervision and uses them for action recognition and localization. Mosabbeb et al. [12] proposes a matrix completion approach for weakly-supervised action recognition and localization. Siva et al. [22] presents a MIL algorithm that locates the action of interest spatially and temporally by globally optimising both inter- and intra-class distance.

Bojanowski et al. [1] explore joint localization of people and actions in movie clips. The problem setting is similar to ours where only video-level description is provided. They model the problem as assigning zero-one values to latent indicators under the constraint that paired actions and actors correspond to the same instance in the frame. In follow up work [2], temporal localization of an ordered set of descriptions corresponding to a video clip is done. A mapping is learned between text representation and image presentation and an allocation assigning frames to descriptions at the same time. Our problem and approach differ in that we take into consideration actions that are not described explicitly and conduct inference in a multi-person sports setting. Lu et al. [10] examine the problem of identifying all the players in a basketball game. A graphical model is built on top of player tracks to identify players. Although they take advantage of labeled player identities, they also add results from a supervised model into training, leading to a semi-supervised approach.

Attention models: Pioneering work on computational spatial attention models for images was done by Itti et al. [4]. Recently, such models have garnered attention for their ability to focus computational and modeling resources toward important image/video elements.

This can take many forms. One simple idea is to score a set of previously processed candidates e.g. simple dense overlapping regions or those based on objectness. An example for image captioning is the work of Xu et al. [28] where an attention model is added into a image captioneer so that it will look at different parts of the image as it produces the output sentence. For video data, Yao et al. [30] develop an LSTM for video caption generation with soft temporal attention.

There is also previous work in using attention models to decide the key player in sports video. Ramanathan et
al. [16] propose a network to classify several actions in basketball videos. With the attention model, the action of the key player is paid special attention when making a prediction for a scene. Different from this work, we directly learn to perform action localization, and our attention model is utilized for training a weakly-supervised system rather than part of a frame-level predictor.

3. Method

We start by introducing a basic form of our weakly-supervised model where only clip-level supervision is provided. The training data are a set of sports video clips, each with a label specifying the key action being performed by a player. We will learn a model to localize these key actions, by finding the people performing similar, distinct actions within frames of the same action category. In such a strict weakly-supervised setting, the model will face a lot of challenges from intra-class variation and noise in the training data. These issues are tackled by our extension to the base model with semi-supervision as well as a temporal attention mechanism.

3.1. Weakly-supervised Action Localization

For each frame in a clip, we have weak supervision – essentially, we know that there exists a person in each frame of this clip who is (at some point in time) performing the specified action. We first run a player detector to obtain the top $K$ person detections $\{x_i\}_{i=1}^K$ in each frame. All the detections are sent to the same deep network for action classification. The categories consist of all the action classes plus a background class. In a conventional supervised case the training of a classifier will also take in the action labels $a_i$. Action models could be trained using standard approaches, such as negative log-likelihood loss:

$$loss(x_i, a_f) = - \log(\text{softmax}(\text{CNN}_a(x_i, a_f)))$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $\text{CNN}_a(x_i, a_f)$ represents the predicted score for action class $a_f$ when feeding detection $x_i$ into network, with a softmax for normalizing scores across categories.

In the weakly-supervised setting, no such instance-level action annotation is provided: action label assignments should be inferred within the training process. Since we are looking for the specific player performing the given action, only one player should score high in the given action category, while all other players should not. Moreover, the other players should score high in the background class instead.

We formulate this new weakly-supervised loss as follows. For a frame $f$, if we denote its corresponding (weakly-supervised) action class by $a_f$, the loss function takes the form:

$$F = \sum_f \min_i \{loss(x_i, a_f) + \sum_{j \neq i} loss(x_j, bg)\}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $loss(x_i, a_f)$ is the loss of the $i$-th detection for action class $a_f$, and $loss(x_j, bg)$ is the loss of the $j$-th detection for the background class. To compute error gradients for back-propagation, we first must infer which person in a scene should be assigned as performing the action. Specifically, for each frame in stochastic gradient descent we conduct inference based on the current network weights. We assign one player with the frame action label and the rest with the background label so that the sum of the above losses is minimized. This assignment is used in calculating gradients for back-propagation. This inference is computationally efficient since the assignment can be done via a simple linear search.

Note that in this learning objective, the background samples are equally important as the action samples. The background samples are abundant and provide reliable information about what the given action should not be like. This is important in the weakly-supervised setting and especially for categories with fewer examples. It may be hard to characterize such actions directly by looking for distinctive actions shared within the class, because any slight variation will result in a big challenge with limited examples. But the examples of the background class are shared across all categories and serve as a essential clue to find the real target action.

3.2. Semi-supervised Action Localization

The purely weakly-supervised method presents a very challenging learning problem. We have the appearance of each player in a number of frames of each action category and need to determine which player is the “correct” one in each frame. This problem is susceptible to model drift – if we believe erroneously that certain similar-posed people in many frames correspond to the “correct” action, the model will reinforce this belief and learn an incorrect model. In essence, the weakly-supervised localization above is sensitive to initialization and unfortunate co-occurrences among background poses.

This can be remedied by adding a small portion of supervision to guide the initial model to choose appropriate persons in each frame as corresponding to the action category. We utilize a similar formulation for the semi-supervised case as in the weakly-supervised one. The loss function is the same, except that for a small portion of the frames, the loss simply uses standard supervised loss:

$$F = \sum_{f \in S} \{loss(x_i^f, a_f) + \sum_{j \neq i} loss(x_j^f, bg)\}$$  
$$+ \sum_{f \in W} \min_i \{loss(x_i^f, a_f) + \sum_{j \neq i} loss(x_j^f, bg)\}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $x_i^f$ is the ground truth detection for the specified action class in frame $f$, $S$ is the collection of frames with full
ground truth supervision, and W contains the remainder of the frames.

### 3.3. Localization with Temporal Attention

The intuition behind weakly-supervised localization is the assumption that different players take similar poses when performing the same action. This is mostly true for the key moments of each action – for instance, shots, dunks, layups, etc. each contain moments of similarity within each category. However, the temporal definition of actions are vague, precise supervision is impractical, and it is unlikely that the training clips contain only those key moments. This leaves a number of frames where the target player pose varies greatly, due to the variability in actions before/after the key moments.

This might not be a problem in the supervised setting where positive examples are abundant. The ambiguous or improperly labeled data could be overcome with quantities of correctly labeled positive data. For the weakly-supervised or semi-supervised case, this problem is much harder. In a frame where none of the players has the desired pose, if the model has to choose one of the detections as a positive example of a certain action class, it will likely significantly harm performance.

To alleviate such problems, we introduce the following temporal attention model. The attention model encourages the localization network to put more emphasis on the easily recognizable or distinguishable examples by assigning a weight to the loss of every frame. During training, the attention model will learn to assign low weights to frames incurring high error. Since stereotypical action poses are easier to distinguish, this should focus training on more appropriate examples.

The attention value is computed for each frame, and then normalized over each clip with a softmax. The attention value is given by:

\[
F = \sum_{f \in \mathcal{S}} w_f \cdot [\text{loss}(\mathbf{x}_i^f, a_f) + \sum_{j \neq i} \text{loss}(\mathbf{x}_j^f, bg)] + \sum_{f \in \mathcal{W}} w_f \cdot [\min_i \text{loss}(\mathbf{x}_i^f, a_f) + \sum_{j \neq i} \text{loss}(\mathbf{x}_j^f, bg))]
\]

(4)

where \(w_f\) is the attention of \(f\)-th frame, given by

\[
w_f = \text{softmax}(\phi(f_f, r_f))
\]

(5)

\[f_f = \text{CNN}_f(I_f)
\]

(6)

\[r_f = [\text{CNN}_a(x_1, a_1), \text{CNN}_a(x_1, a_2), \ldots, \text{CNN}_a(x_K, a_N)]
\]

(7)

where \(f_f\) is the holistic frame-level feature generated from
CNN_f, a frame-level network jointly trained with the localization model, r_f is the responses of all action classifiers for all players in the frame and φ is a multi-layer perceptron.

In summary, our approach learns an action model by utilizing fully and weakly-labeled data. For the weakly-labeled data, we define a loss function that selects the highest scoring person in each frame according to the specified action category, balanced against background labels for all other people. Further, an attention model is applied to each video clip, allowing the model to focus on the most distinctive poses for each category.

4. Experiments

We conduct experiments on action grounding in sports video. We collect a novel dataset, mining structured text descriptions of basketball games along with associated video footage. Experiments evaluate the effectiveness of our method in a semi-supervised setting, and verify the effectiveness of the attention model.

**Dataset:** We collected a new dataset to test our action grounding system. The training set contains 746 clips from 13 NBA basketball games; a separate test set has 398 clips from 6 games. Clips are extracted according to corresponding play-by-play descriptions from espn.com. Each clip is one second long and covers the action described in the play-by-play. All clips are actions performed by a player of the Golden State Warriors. We sample 9 frames from each clip, for a total of 6714 frames in the training set and 3582 in the testing set. The clips fall into 5 categories: free-throw, layup, dunk, two-point and three-point. The label assignment is purely according to the play-by-play description with no manual adjustment. We will release the data annotations to enable comparisons.

**Pre-processing:** We train a player detector using the Faster-RCNN network[17] on the NCAA dataset [16]. Note that the camera angle and resolution of NCAA games differ from that of NBA games, leading to some erroneous detections. Frames of 40 NCAA games are used in training the detector. We run the detector over on our dataset and take the top 10 detections, resized to 256 × 256, as the input to our localization network.

**Semi-supervision:** Our experiments are done in a semi-supervised setting where the grounding label (key player location) of a small subset is provided in training. For frames without a detection whose IoU with ground-truth is greater than 0.5, the loss function will take all candidates as background examples. In the experiments below, number of supervision means the number of clips per action category whose grounding labels are provided in training. Up to 5 supervised clips per category (225 frames in total) are used in the experiments. Since the choice of fully supervised clips influences the performance, we run all experiments for 5 repeats with different fully supervised clips, reporting mean and standard deviation.

**Network structure details:** The action classification and frame feature networks both use the Alexnet structure. The input to the temporal attention model are the fc7 layer of the frame network and the fc8 layer of the localization network. In the attention model, both inputs are first each sent to a fully connected layer resulting in vectors of the same dimension. The two vectors are added, fed into two fully connected layers to produce a scalar before being normalized across frames from the same clip. The frame network is initialized from the Caffe ImageNet pre-trained model. For the action localization network, we pre-train on our fully supervised data for 1000 iterations and then fine-tune on the whole dataset in the semi-supervised setting. All models are trained with a learning rate of 0.001, with 27 frame mini-batches (3 clips).

**Evaluation:** We annotate the ground truth bounding boxes for frames where the player performing the action is visible. These bounding box annotations are independent...
of the candidate bounding boxes from the automated player detector. We follow the previously constructed loss function to find the target player, specifically, we take the candidate detection $x_i^*$ as the prediction from the model, where $i^*$ is defined by

$$i^* = \arg\min_i \{\text{loss}(x_i^f, a_f) + \sum_{j \neq i} \text{loss}(x_j^f, bg)\} \quad (8)$$

During testing, we ignore frames where the desired target is not visible. For the rest of the frames, if the highest score candidate $x_i^*$ in the frame has an IoU greater than 0.5 with the ground truth box we take it as correct. Since we provide localization labels for only a small portion of the training data (up to 225 frames), we first test on the training data where the instance labels are not provided (transductive setting). In addition, the trained models are also tested on the testing set whose frames are not used in the training phase (inductive setting). All of the 225 frames that are potentially used for supervision are excluded from test for fair comparison.

### 4.1. Semi-supervised Localization

In the semi-supervised setting, we explore the influence of the number of supervised examples. Supervision from 1 clip per action to a maximum of 5 clips per action is provided. To combat model drift, we “burn in” the network by pre-training with only the fully-labeled data. The model is first trained only on the supervised part for 1000 epochs and later fine-tuned with all the data.

Results are presented in Tab. 1. The semi-supervised models consistently outperform their fully-supervised equivalents, demonstrating the utility of our weakly-supervised approach.

### 4.2. Temporal Attention

The same settings are used for the temporal attention model (1 to 5 fully labeled examples). Models are fine-tuned for 30000 iterations from the fully-supervised model trained on the supervised part only. Results in Tab. 1 indicate that such temporal guidance is helpful in all cases for both performance and stability, especially with little supervision provided. The larger performance gap at lower supervision demonstrates the ability of the temporal attention model to extract the right information from complicated and challenging situations. As the amount of the amount supervision grows, advantages moderate but remain. The likely reason is that when both model can easily distinguish the easy targets with the help of more supervision, the gap between performance relies more on their ability to recognize less distinguishable examples the attention model does not explicitly emphasize. It is worth noting that the temporal attention model does not over-fit on the easy examples, with more supervision its performance also grows like the semi-supervised model.

### 4.3. Inductive Test

We also present inductive results on new data not used as weak supervision. The results in Tab. 2 demonstrates the same conclusions as the transductive ones. Note that the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Supervised Only</th>
<th>Semi-Supervised</th>
<th>Semi-Supervised with Attention</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>#supervision</td>
<td>#supervision</td>
<td>#supervision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>free-throw</td>
<td>0.541</td>
<td>0.773</td>
<td>0.837</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dunk</td>
<td>0.231</td>
<td>0.356</td>
<td>0.397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>layup</td>
<td>0.214</td>
<td>0.273</td>
<td>0.313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>two-point</td>
<td>0.301</td>
<td>0.260</td>
<td>0.331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>three-point</td>
<td>0.216</td>
<td>0.333</td>
<td>0.364</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>overall</td>
<td>0.268</td>
<td>0.378</td>
<td>0.426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>overall std</td>
<td>0.059</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>0.010</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Action grounding accuracy for all models on transductive set with different number of supervision. Both semi-supervised model and semi-supervised with attention model outperform their initialization model trained on only on supervised data, successfully extracting information from weakly-supervised data. Semi-supervised models with attention demonstrate best performance among all models in both grounding accuracy and stability.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Supervised Only</th>
<th>Semi-Supervised</th>
<th>Semi-Supervised with Attention</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>#supervision</td>
<td>#supervision</td>
<td>#supervision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>free-throw</td>
<td>0.644</td>
<td>0.857</td>
<td>0.939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dunk</td>
<td>0.356</td>
<td>0.422</td>
<td>0.554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>layup</td>
<td>0.229</td>
<td>0.306</td>
<td>0.366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>two-point</td>
<td>0.295</td>
<td>0.367</td>
<td>0.445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>three-point</td>
<td>0.284</td>
<td>0.431</td>
<td>0.453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>overall</td>
<td>0.384</td>
<td>0.517</td>
<td>0.579</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>overall std</td>
<td>0.065</td>
<td>0.058</td>
<td>0.028</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Action grounding accuracy for all models on inductive set with different number of supervision. Conclusions drawn from transductive set still applies with no obvious over-fitting.
higher performance (for all methods) is due to the higher detection recall and higher percentage of (easier) free-throw frames in the inductive test.

In the experiments above, frame level labels are provided to perform the grounding. We evaluate the ability of our inference criterion to predict simultaneously the action class as well as the bounding box as follows:

$$i^*, a^*_f = \arg\min_{i, a_f} \{\text{loss}(x^f_i, a^*_f) + \sum_{j \neq i} \text{loss}(x^f_j, bg)\} \tag{9}$$

where $a_f$ is chosen from the five action categories. Presented in Tab. 3 are: action accuracy measuring the percentage of frames where the action prediction is correct, bounding box accuracy measuring the percentage of frames where the predicted bounding box has an IoU over 0.5 with groundtruth, and overall accuracy measuring the percentage of frames where both the action and bounding box are correctly predicted. Results show that bounding box accuracy is close to the grounding performance with frame labels provided, indicating the model’s ability to distinguish the key player. The action accuracy is not as good since the model is explicitly trained for such a task. Note that the two-point classes are not carefully distinguished from the dunk and layup classes in the play-by-play texts, leading to certain confusion across categories.

### 4.4. Amount of Weakly-supervised Data

The advantage we expect from semi-supervised learning is its ability to learn from the weakly-supervised data. It would be beneficial if the model’s performance can improve by just taking in more weakly-supervised data which is less demanding to collect. Here we test the model’s ability to utilize weakly-supervised data by training with 200 clips, 400 clips and all 746 clips, all with fully supervised grounding labels for 5 clips per action category. The results present in Tab. 4 indicate sustained improvement with more weakly-labeled data, validating the potential from semi-supervised learning.

### 4.5. Background Class in the Loss Function

One observation we take advantage of when proposing the approach is that only one of the players should be performing the labeled action while others should be performing none of the possible actions. In comparison, conventional multiple instance learning methodology would use a weaker assumption that at least one of the players is performing the target action.

We evaluate the effect of the background model. Tab. 5 shows results of a fully-supervised model without the background term in the loss function (c.f. Tab. 2 left); semi-supervised models fail to learn in this setting. The reduced performance is likely due to the lack of use of background examples in correcting weak supervision, combating data noise, and shaping the decision boundary with positive examples.

### 5. Conclusion

We demonstrated that attention models can be used to select distinctive frames for learning action localization from weakly supervised data. We created a dataset of weakly supervised action data by combining basketball video data with action labels extracted from text descriptions of the games. The weak supervision lacks spatial and precise temporal localization of action, but our model is capable of overcoming these challenges.

Our experiments explored the use of weakly supervised action data in isolation. Further, the weakly supervised data was used to augment a fully supervised dataset to improve action localization results. Ablation studies showed that the attention model and learned weak supervision are effective means of increasing action localization performance. Further study demonstrates the effectiveness of the semi-
supervised approach to extract information from weakly-supervised data.
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